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ABSTRACT 
The results of an experimental study of the noise from a Continuous Mold-Line Link (CML) flap are presented. 

Acoustic and unsteady surface pressure measurements were performed on a main element wing section with a half-

span CML flap in NASA Langley’s Quiet Flow Facility. The acoustic data were acquired with a medium aperture 

directional array (MADA) of microphones. The Deconvolution Approach for the Mapping of Acoustic Sources 

(DAMAS) method is applied to determine the spatial distribution and strength of the noise sources over the surface 

of the test model. A Coherent Output Power (COP) method which relates the output from unsteady surface pressure 

sensors to the output of the MADA is also used to obtain more detailed characteristics of the noise source 

distribution in the trailing edge region of the CML. These results are compared to those obtained for a blunt flap to 

quantify the level of noise benefit that is achieved with the CML flap. The results indicate that the noise from the 

CML region of the flap is 5 to 17 dB lower (depending on flap deflection and Mach number) than the noise from the 

side edge region of the blunt flap. Lower noise levels are obtained for all frequencies. Spectral analysis of the noise 

from the cove region of the CML and blunt flap models also reveal a spectral peak in the high frequency range that 

is related to noise scattering at the trailing edge of the main element. The peaks in the CML and blunt flap cove 

noise spectra are close in level and often exceed blunt side edge noise. Applying a strip of serrated tape to the 

trailing edge of the CML flap model main airfoil reduced the peak but increased other noise somewhat. Directivity 

measurements show that the CML flap can be more directional than the blunt flap.  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
During airport approach when the engines of an aircraft are near idle and the high-lift systems and landing gear are 

deployed, airframe noise is a dominant noise source. The noise that is generated at the side edge of the flaps has 

been identified as an important component of airframe noise
1-5

. 

 A number of numerical and experimental studies
6-13

 have been conducted in order to identify and model the noise 

generation mechanisms at the flap side edge. Flow field measurements
8
 in the flap side edge region of a wing with a 

half-span flap have revealed the presence of a 2-vortex system (see Figure 1): a small vortex near the flap side edge 

on the top surface and a stronger side vortex along the lower portion of the flap side edge. As the side vortex travels 

downstream along the flap side edge, it strengthens and expands. At about mid-chord it begins to spill over to the 

flap top surface and merges with the small top vortex. The instabilities in this vortex system and in the strong shear 

layer that originates on the bottom edge of the flap create an unsteady pressure field at the flap side edge causing 

sound to radiate. Brooks et al.
13

 have determined that the dominant flap side edge noise regions are located around 

mid-chord on the pressure side of the flap edge and around 60-65% chord on the suction side. 

 Various flap side-edge noise reduction concepts have been evaluated. Experiments
14,15

 and CFD calculations
16

 

showed that the use of a porous side-edge treatment led to the formation of a significantly weaker side-edge vortex 

system and the elimination of the breakdown of the side edge vortex at large flap deflection angles. Both effects are 

expected to result in a decrease in the radiated noise. Experimentally, it has been shown that substantial noise 

reduction could be achieved by applying fence type devices
17-18

 to the flap tip. Koop et al.
 19

 showed that flap tip 

winglets, and suction side fences were most effective in reducing flap side-edge noise and that pressure side fences 

and microtabs (vortex generators) were less effective. 

 



    

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 1.  (from ref. 8) Axial vorticity contours shown at the blunt side edge of a half-span flap deployed at a 29  

angle with respect to the main element. Data are from 5-hole probe measurements. 

 

In the same study, Koop et al. also demonstrated an active flow control method
19-20

 for noise reduction.  Air was 

blown into the flap side-edge vortex system through a series of small round orifices located along the flap suction 

and pressure side edges between 13 and 35% chord. The blowing caused the vorticity in the flap side-edge shear 

layer to be concentrated in small vortices (located further away from the flap surface with increasing blowing 

momentum). The vorticity field on the suction side of the flap appeared to be more homogeneous and the interaction 

between the curved shear layer and the suction side edge was reduced.  As a result, very good noise reduction was 

achieved between 2 and 5 kHz. Hutcheson et al.
 21

 also investigated the effect of flap tip jets on flap-side edge noise. 

Air was blown through thin rectangular slots located near or along the flap side edge. Based on the known structure 

of the flap side-edge flow and on the afore-mentioned findings by Brooks et al.
13

, several tip jet configurations were 

designed. PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) measurements and CFD calculations were performed to evaluate the 

effect of the tip jets on the flap side-edge flow field. The tip jet configurations that showed the best noise reduction 

potential were identified. 

 Another approach to controlling flap side edge noise is to “eliminate” the flap side edge by fairing it into the 

trailing edge of the stationary main wing
22

. The extended, faired in, portions of the flap are referred to as a 

“continuous mold-line link”, or CML. An example of a CML flap configuration is shown in Figure 2. The role of 

the CML is to prevent the formation of the strong and concentrated shear-layer/vortex system that is present at the 

blunt flap side edge, and to replace it with a more “diffused” system by distributing the spanwise lift discontinuity 

across the CML region.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Sketch of a wing section with a Fowler flap and CML. 

 

 

 Storms et al.
23

 tested the CML concept on a hinged flap configuration, representative of proposed Blended-Wing-

Body (BWB) aircraft design
24

 for which the use of a more complex (slotted flap) high-lift system is not required. 

They conducted their experiment in the closed-section NASA Ames 7 by 10 foot wind tunnel and considered two 
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test model configurations. The first one consisted of a NACA 632-215 Mod B main airfoil with a 30% chord, half-

span hinged flap. In the second configuration, a CML segment replaced 29% of the flap span and provided a smooth 

transition from the flap to the adjacent main airfoil. A phased microphone array recessed in the wind tunnel wall on 

the model pressure side was used to perform the acoustic measurements. The freestream Mach number was 0.22 and 

results were reported for a 35° flap deflection. Noise spectra were determined using conventional array 

beamforming methodology. The spectrum for the hinged flap configuration was found to be 6 to 8 dB quieter than 

that of an equivalent slotted Fowler flap configuration (the lower noise levels for the hinged flap were attributed to 

lower flap loading and a weaker side edge vortex system). The use of the CML segment reduced the apparent noise 

radiating from the side edge of the hinged flap; however, the noise associated with the CML hinged flap could not 

be quantified as it appeared to be lower than the wind tunnel background noise level.   

  Streett et al.
22

 tested the CML concept on a high-lift system configuration traditionally used on commercial 

transports. The test model consisted of a swept wing with a full-span leading-edge slat and a part-span Fowler flap. 

As was the case in Storms et al.
23

, the model was installed in a closed wind tunnel with a phased microphone array 

mounted along one of the test section walls, on the pressure side of the model. The freestream flow Mach number 

was 0.2. Traditional beamforming techniques were used to process the acoustic data. The results were determined by 

extracting the peak levels of the beamform output. They indicated that a large reduction of the noise radiating from 

the flap side-edge region was achieved when compared to that obtained from a baseline (no CML) flap 

configuration. The noise reduction level was not quantified as the noise associated with the CML flap was below the 

perceived wind tunnel background noise level.  

 In the present study, acoustic and unsteady surface pressure measurements were performed on a CML flap model 

configuration in order to identify the noise source regions, quantify their strength and determine the directivity of the 

radiated noise. The acoustic measurements were performed in an open anechoic jet facility. An out-of-the-flow 

phased microphone array was used to acquire the data and the Deconvolution Approach for the Mapping of Acoustic 

Sources
25

 (DAMAS) method was applied to quantify the position and strength of the noise sources. The DAMAS 

method was chosen to analyze the acoustic data as it leads to a more accurate presentation of the noise source 

distribution than that obtained from traditional beamforming techniques. DAMAS was also applied to acoustic data 

that was acquired for a blunt side edge flap in a previous experiment
13

. The results obtained from the CML and blunt 

flap configurations are compared to quantify the levels of noise reduction. Finally, a Coherent Output Power (COP) 

method
13

, employing unsteady surface pressure and array acoustic measurements, is used to obtain a measure of the 

apparent noise source distribution in the trailing-edge (TE) region of the CML.  

 

 

2. TEST DESCRIPTION 
2.1. Test Apparatus  
The CML flap experiment was performed at NASA Langley Research Center in the Quiet Flow Facility (QFF). The 

QFF is an anechoic, open jet facility equipped with a 2 foot by 3 foot rectangular open jet nozzle. The test model 

was supported above the nozzle by two vertical side plates that are mounted to the short sides of the nozzle. The test 

model (shown in Fig. 3) is a NACA 632-215 main element airfoil with a half-span CML flap. The main airfoil TE 

thickness is 0.026” (±0.002”) in the region of the flap span and 0.016” (±0.004”) over the rest of the span. The chord 

and span of the main airfoil are 16 and 36 inches, respectively. The main airfoil was positioned in the test section at 

an angle of attack of 16° (as done in the flap noise experiment reported in Ref. 13, such that the local aerodynamics 

would properly represent high-lift device conditions on the flap and in the main element aft region). The CML flap 

consists of a Fowler flap with the mid-span side edge faired into the trailing edge of the main airfoil. As sketched in 

Fig. 4, the Fowler flap extends over a 15.75” span, followed by the CML transition which extends over a span of 

4.5”.  The chord of the Fowler flap and CML is 4.8 inches.  

Two CML flap models were tested. The first one corresponds to a flap deflection angle of 39° (with respect to the 

chordline of the main airfoil). The second model was a flap deflected at 29°. Thirty-four unsteady surface pressure 

sensors (Kulite model #LQ-35-064-5SG) were installed along the trailing edge of the 29° and 39° CML models (see 

Fig. 4). The sensors were distributed along the suction side and pressure side of the models. The spanwise locations 

of the suction side sensors were within 0.125” of the spanwise locations of the pressure side sensors. Following the 

TE contour line, the spacing between adjacent sensors was uniform (and equal to 0.5”) and the shortest distance 

from each sensor to the TE was 0.3”. The TE thickness of the 39° CML flap was approximately 0.022” over the 

span of the Fowler flap and 0.016 for the CML, while for the 29° CML flap, the TE thickness was approximately 

0.019” over the span of the Fowler flap and 0.011” for the CML. 



    

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.   Main airfoil with 29° CML flap. View of test model pressure side. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Unsteady surface pressure sensors distribution. 

 

 

Strips of serrated tape (0.004” thick) were placed along the span of the main airfoil to trip the boundary layer and 

simulate turbulent boundary layer separation, as shown in Fig. 3. The strips were positioned along the model 

pressure and suction side at 9% chord, along the model pressure side at 27% chord, and along the airfoil leading 

edge (LE). For some of the configurations tested, 0.008” thick serrated tape was also placed along a portion of the 

main airfoil TE (see Fig. 5) in an attempt to control the noise that is seen in the flap cove region. The crests of the 

serrations were aligned with the airfoil TE, while the peaks extended 0.5” past the TE.   The role of this TE 

modification is further discussed in this paper.  

 Langley’s Medium Aperture Directional Array, MADA
26

, consisting of 41 B&K 1/8” pressure-field microphones 

(model 4138) projecting from an acoustically treated frame, was used to acquire the acoustic data. The MADA 

microphones were arranged in 5 concentric irregular rings of 8 microphones each, with one microphone at the center 

of the rings. Each ring is twice the diameter of the ring it encloses. The maximum radius of the MADA is 7.78”. The 

center of the array was positioned 5 feet from the model main element TE, in the mid-span plane. With this 

positioning, the array outermost  ring encompasses approximately 14.4° of solid collection angle, while the inner 

rings encompass 7.2°, 3.6°, 1.8°  and 0.9° of solid collection angle, respectively. The MADA was mounted on a 

pivotal boom and could be positioned around the test model at different elevation angles (the axis of rotation of the 

boom was aligned with the main airfoil TE). A sketch of the acoustic test set up is shown in Figure 6. The array was 

covered with a hood of thin fabric to protect the microphones from re-circulating air gusts that could affect the 

microphone signal quality. 

a)  39° CML flap 
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b)  29° CML flap 



    

 
 

 

 

 Noise and surface pressure measurements were performed for the 39° and 29° CML flap models (with and 

without the main airfoil TE modification) at flow speeds ranging from Mach 0.07 to 0.17 (corresponding to a main 

element Reynolds number ranging from about 0.6 to 1.6 million) and with the MADA positioned at elevation angles 

ranging from 73° to 141°. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  CML flap test model with main element TE modification. View of test model suction side. 

 

 
 
Figure 6.  Sketch of test set up with phased microphone array measurement locations. 

 

 

2.2. Data Acquisition and Post-Processing 
Transient data recorders controlled by a workstation were used to acquire the data, simultaneously, from the 41 

microphone channels and from the 34 pressure sensors channels at a sampling rate of 142.857 kHz.  A low pass 

filter set at 50 kHz was used to condition the outputs from each microphone and pressure sensor channel. The 

microphone signals were also high pass filtered at 300 Hz to cut off open jet shear layer related noise. A cross-

spectral matrix was constructed for each set of data acquired from the 34 pressure sensors and the MADA 41 

microphone channels. Individual elements of the cross-spectral matrices were computed by partitioning each time 

signal into non-overlapping segments of 2
13

 samples. Each time history segment was then Fourier transformed using 

a Hamming window for signal conditioning. The resulting frequency resolution was 17.42 Hz. This cross-spectral 

representation of the acquired acoustic and surface pressure data is used subsequently in the DAMAS and COP 

analysis of the data.  
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 The DAMAS method was used to process the acoustic data to obtain spatial mapping of the noise sources. The 

first step of the DAMAS analysis consists of the application of standard diagonal removal beamforming
25

. The 

beamforming process is used to electronically “steer” the MADA over chosen locations about the test model. In the 

present analysis, the scanning plane consists of a 52” high by 50” wide planar grid positioned through the main 

airfoil TE, parallel to the face of the array. The spacing used between grid points is 1”. The array output power 

spectrum for a chosen grid point, or steering location, is obtained from 
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where ê  is the steering matrix (between the microphones and the steering locations), the superscript T indicates a 

complex conjugate transpose, m0 is the number of microphones in the array, arrayĜ  is the cross-spectral matrix 

constructed from the data acquired from the m0 microphone channels, and Ŵ is a frequency-dependent weighting-

function row matrix containing mw  weighting coefficients. Ŵ  is defined such that the array beamwidth remains 

approximately invariant (and about equal to 1 foot) in the frequency range between 5 and 40 kHz. The array 

beamwidth is defined as the width across the main response lobe over which the sensing level is within 3 dB from 

the peak level. In Eq.(1), the diagonal terms of the cross spectral matrices arrayĜ  are set to zero to help remove any 

potential microphone self-noise contamination
26

. In the next step of the processing, the DAMAS deconvolution 

algorithm is used to remove the effects of the array beamform response functions (which depend on array geometry, 

size, and frequency) from the beamformed output obtained in step one. This process involves solving the inverse 

problem of a linear system of equations,  

 

  YXA ˆˆˆ  (2) 

 

that relates the spatial field of grid point locations with beamformed outputs, Ŷ (Eq. (1)), to equivalent acoustic 

source distributions, X̂ , at the same point locations. The resulting deconvolved array output presentation is explicit 

with the noise radiated from a region of interest determinable by a simple summation of the mean-squared pressures 

over that region. 

 A Coherent Output Power (COP) method
13

 is used to obtain a measure of the noise source distribution along the 

span of the CML, near the TE. This method relates the output of the unsteady surface pressure sensors to the output 

of the MADA. When the MADA is steered to a surface pressure sensor location, the spectrum of the surface 

pressure sensor output that is coherent with the microphone array output can be obtained from
27
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COPS is the coherent output power spectrum, Gs is the pressure sensor auto-spectrum, )ˆ(eYGa  is the auto-

spectrum obtained from the output of the array when beamformed to the pressure sensor location, Ga,s is the cross-

spectrum between the array and pressure sensor outputs, and 
2
,sa is the coherence. For this calculation, the array 

microphone time signals are offset by an amount sa, , which should equal the time required for the noise to travel 

from the pressure sensor, through the shear layer, to the center of  the array. For the present data, a block time offset 

(close to sa, ) between the microphone and surface sensor signals was applied prior to the determination of Ga,s. 

Final adjustments of sa, for Ga,s are done in the frequency domain. As explained in Ref. 13, this time shifting 

procedure in done to avoid bias and statistical errors. It also effectively removes the phase that is related to the noise 

transmission time, from the Ga,s (and COPS) cross-spectra. The application of the COP method to the CML flap test 

data is described in the following section. 



    

 
 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The spectra and directivity determined for the noise sources for the CML flap configurations are presented here. 

Also, noise results are compared to those of a blunt flap configuration.  

 The data presented for the blunt flap were acquired in a previous QFF experiment
13

. The main element and Fowler 

flap configuration from the previous experiment matches that of the present CML configuration, except for the 

presence of a simple blunt side edge and the presence of support brackets. A picture of the blunt flap test model is 

shown in Fig. 7. The flap was attached to the main airfoil element with a set of brackets that were intended to have 

minimal interference with the flow field. Initially, in the present experiment, these brackets were also mounted to the 

CML flap model at the same spanwise and chordwise locations to evaluate the noise contribution of the brackets. 

However, the brackets were found to have insignificant impact on the acoustic (and surface pressure) measurements, 

so the results obtained for the CML flap without brackets are used in the present analysis. Structurally, the CML flap 

did not require the brackets. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Main airfoil with 29° blunt half-span flap. View of test model pressure side. 

 

 The test configurations used in the CML and blunt flap experiments were the same, with the exception of the 

phased array used to acquire the acoustic data.  The Small Aperture Directional Array, SADA
28

, was employed for 

the blunt flap. The SADA (33 microphones) corresponds to the inner 4 rings of microphones and the single central 

microphone of the MADA. The SADA is designed to maintain a nominal 1-foot beamwidth between 10 and 40 kHz 

versus the 5 to 40 kHz range for the MADA. Note that the outer (5
th

) ring of the MADA (which is activated only 

below 10 kHz) is what allows the MADA to maintain a 1-foot beamwidth between 5 and 10 kHz. Hence, between 

10 and 40 kHz, the SADA and MADA have identical characteristics, while at lower frequencies, the noise 

measurements performed with the SADA have reduced resolution (broader beamwidth). This correspondingly 

reduces the related DAMAS resolution.  

 

 

3.1. Noise Source Distribution in the CML Trailing Edge Region  
The COP processing, employing Eq. (3), is used to identify noise source characteristics in the TE region of the 

CML. This was also done for the blunt flap configuration in Ref. 13. There, the sensors were located in the strong 

noise-producing region .06 inch from the blunt edge. It was found that for both blunt flap angle settings tested, the 

strongest noise strengths were near 65% chord on the suction side and near 50% chord on the pressure side of the 

flap edge. Corresponding information was desired for the CML. Sensors were placed as close as possible, at .3 inch, 

from the relatively sharp CML trailing edge.  Because the sensors had to be placed somewhat away from the edge, 

their outputs may be more influenced by indirectly coherent sources rather than just the noise-producing scatter 

found for the blunt edge sensors. Hydrodynamic convection effects (part of which may be due to convecting-

turbulence on its way to radiate as noise) and noise radiating along the surface (from other sources) can significantly 

contribute to the measured pressure levels. The COP method extracts the portion of this complex pressure field that 

correlates with the array measurements. Thus, in the present CML study, the COP may be expected to provide 
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somewhat more indirect evidence of the noise source distribution than for sensors closer to the edge (as in the blunt 

side edge case of Ref. 13).  

 In this analysis, the MADA is positioned at  = 107°, approximately normal to the chordline of the main element. 

Figure 8 shows a set of COP processed spectral data for sensor #7 (on the suction side, away from the array) and the 

array output when focused to this sensor. Shown are the auto-spectra Ga and Gs, for the array and sensor, 

respectively, the cross-spectrum Ga,s, the coherence 
2
,sa , as well as the cross-spectral phase ( sasa ,, )associated 

with the COPS. It is seen in this figure that 
2
,sa  is greatest at frequencies below about 3.5 kHz, and that the phase 

relation between the MADA and pressure sensor outputs breaks down above 3.5 kHz. Between 1.0 kHz and 3.5 

kHz, the phase approaches zero. Below about 1.0 kHz, the phase relation changes, indicating (for that frequency 

range) the presence of noise sources located elsewhere. The fact that the phase is seen to stay near zero in the 

coherent range can be significant. The a,s  employed corresponds to the time required for radiation from the TE 

plus an additional time increment to account for the distance between the sensor and the TE. The phase behavior is 

consistent with either the pressure field of turbulence or sound passing the sensor on its way to scatter from the 

trailing edge to the array (note that, because of the dipole nature of TE noise, a phase approaching 180° would be 

consistent with a dominant contribution from sound traveling back to the sensor after being generated at the TE). A 

detailed analysis of the phase behavior as reported in Ref. 13 and 29 is beyond the scope of the present study whose 

main intent is to present some measure of the distribution of the apparent noise sources in the TE region of the 

CML. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  Coherent output power spectral processing results for the 39° CML flap model, relating sensor # 7 

pressure measurement and the MADA noise measurement for M=0.17and =107°. The spectral 

resolution is f = 34.88 Hz, but levels are referenced to f = 1Hz. 



    

 
 

 

 

 Figure 9 presents the spanwise distributions of integrated band-limited levels from both the surface sensor auto-

spectra and COPS spectra.  The levels are shown for the sensors located along the pressure and suction sides of the 

CML for both the 29° and 39°flap angles, for a flow Mach number of 0.17. The levels result from integrating the 

auto-spectra (Gs) for each sensor from 1.0 to 3.5 kHz. The corresponding integrated COPS levels are determined by 

pressure-squared and phase summing (vectorial summation) after the previously-discussed phase adjustment 

for a,s .  

 Figure 9 is used to locate the apparent source distributions for noise in the 1.0 to 3.5 kHz frequency range for the 

CML. Note in Fig.9 that the locations of the start and end of the CML link are shown with respect to the sensor 

locations. So-called 0% and 100% CML length locations (which correspond, respectively, to the 43.8% and 55.8% 

model span locations) are indicated near sensors 20 and 32 for the 39° flap, and near sensors 54 and 66 for the 29° 

flap.   The results indicate that the noise is distributed, but most strongly radiates in somewhat different regions for 

the CML pressure and suctions sides. For the 39° flap, the strength of the apparent noise sources peaks around 30% 

of the CML length on the suction side and around 50% on the pressure side. For the 29° flap, the strength peaks 

closer to the flap TE and over a broader portion of the CML length (between 25% and 70% on the suction side and 

around 70% on the pressure side). The corresponding distributions obtained for a flow Mach number of 0.11 (not 

shown), were found to have the same basic characteristics as for the 0.17 Mach number test condition although the 

coherence was somewhat lower. Note again that the sources present below 1 kHz are not addressed here. Above 3.5 

kHz, the COP results do not indicate strong trailing edge contributions to the radiated noise field. In the following 

section, this view is reinforced by the separate DAMAS noise distribution analysis.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9.   Distribution over the CML, of band limited (1 to 3.5 kHz) overall surface pressure levels and related 

COPs levels. =107° and M=0.17. The keys for dB levels are as follows:  

 
_____

 pressure sensor integrated auto-spectra;  
__  __  __

 integrated COPs spectra.  

 The main element (m.e.), CML and flap TE locations are indicated. 



    

 
 

 

 

 

3.2. DAMAS Noise Source Distribution 
DAMAS processing of the phased microphone array data was performed to obtain spatial distributions of the noise 

sources for the CML flap, for the blunt flap, and for the CML flap with the main element TE modification described 

earlier. The DAMAS noise source distributions obtained at a flow Mach number of 0.17, for the 39° flap 

configurations, are presented in Fig. 10. Results are shown for sets of bands that sum four standard one-third-octave 

frequency bands. For these measurements, the phased array was located at =107° (as in the COP analysis). 

Spanwise and chordwise coordinates shown are with respect to a 52” high and 50” wide planar grid (scanning grid 

used for the DAMAS processing) positioned through the main element TE, parallel to the face of the array. This 

places the grid approximately along the chordline of the main airfoil when =107°. The profile of the test model 

shown is as seen by the center of the phased array. The results presented were obtained by first generating DAMAS 

maps for each narrowband frequency. The narrowband results were then summed (on a pressure-squared basis) to 

obtain one-third octave band maps from which four bands were themselves summed to obtain each data frame 

shown in Fig. 10. The center frequencies of the first and last one-third octave bands included in each sum are 

indicated.  

  It is seen that for the 39° CML flap, at the lower frequencies, the noise radiates most strongly from the TE region 

of the CML as well as from the LE region of the Fowler portion of the flap. The latter observation is consistent with 

the results of the COP analysis which indicated that noise radiates from the CML TE region, between approximately 

1 and 3.5 kHz. It is also seen in Fig.10 that at slightly higher frequencies, the dominant noise sources become more 

concentrated near the LE of the CML and along the flap LE and cove regions. Above the 6.3 kHz band, the DAMAS 

maps reveal distributions of weaker noise sources. Between 8 and 16 kHz, the strongest noise sources are located 

near the LE of the CML, while from 20 to 40 kHz, the dominant noise sources appear located in the flap cove region 

of the main element. The DAMAS noise source distributions in the 20 to 40 kHz range obtained for the 39° CML 

flap with the TE mod show that the treatment weakened the sources located in the flap cove region. However, it also 

appears to have led to a slight increase in the strength of the noise sources located in the CML region, for lower 

bands. 

 For the corresponding blunt flap configuration, the DAMAS noise source distributions indicate that the strongest 

noise sources are concentrated in the side edge region of the flap. This is clearly revealed in the DAMAS results 

obtained above 6.3 kHz. At lower frequencies, the flap cove appears as an additional region of noise emission. 

However, these frequencies are outside the SADA design range.  At 6.3 kHz the SADA beamwidth is approximately 

1.5’, but it increases to 3’ (the full span of the model) at 3.15 kHz. Hence, at these frequencies, DAMAS has 

difficulty producing accurate and spatially discriminating results. It is seen that DAMAS could not quite resolve the 

noise source distributions below the 3.15 kHz band. Thus, referring to Fig. 10, the array resolution for the 

measurements acquired with the SADA is deemed marginal in the 3.15 to 6.3 kHz band range, and poor for the 

lowest band. For the measurements obtained with the MADA, the resolution becomes marginal for the data acquired 

in the 1.25 to 2.5 kHz band range. A similar distribution of the noise sources presented in Fig. 10 was observed 

(results not shown) for the 39° flap deflection for Mach number 0.11, and for the 29° flap deflection for Mach 

numbers 0.17 and 0.11. 

 The presence of apparent noise emission, seen in the region where the flap is mounted to the side plate, is due to 

noise reflected from the model region. Because of likely partial coherence with model noise, this may slightly affect 

the results obtained near the side plate, since DAMAS is based on the assumption of uncorrelated source 

distributions. DAMAS-C
30

 (which extends DAMAS to allow for both coherent and incoherent noise sources) could 

have been applied to resolve the noise sources distribution in the side plate region somewhat more accurately, but 

this was not deemed necessary in the scope of the present study.   

  

3.3. CML and Blunt Flap Noise Spectra 
One-third octave band spectra of the noise radiating from different regions of the CML and blunt flap models are 

presented in this section. These spectra are obtained from the DAMAS maps generated for each one-third octave 

band. The spectral level for a given one-third octave frequency band is obtained by simply summing the mean 

squared pressures over the region of interest. In Fig. 11(a), the following zones are defined: zone A which encloses 

the TE region of the CML, zone B which encloses most of the LE region of the CML (also of the narrow gap 

between the CML suction side and the main airfoil pressure side), zone C which encloses the flap and cove regions, 

and zone D which encloses reflections from zone C. These zones are defined in the main airfoil chordline plan, in 

terms of tunnel coordinates (in Fig. 11, they are shown projected along the DAMAS scanning grid). It is seen in Fig. 

11(b) that for the blunt flap configuration, the same zone A encloses the side edge of the flap, while zone B encloses 

the part of the cove region that is closest to the side edge.  



    

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  DAMAS noise source distributions in summed one-third octave bands for the 39° CML and baseline 

flap test models. The flow Mach number is 0.17. One-third octave band center frequency ranges are 

indicated. 

 



    

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 11.  Integration area definition in DAMAS scanning grid for  = 107°: a) 39° CML flap, b) 39° blunt flap. 

One-third-octave band spectra for 0.17 Mach number and  = 107°: c) 39° CML flap, d) 39° blunt flap. 

 

 

 The one-third octave band spectra obtained for each zone are presented in Fig. 11(c) for the 39° CML flap, and in 

Fig. 11(d) for the blunt flap. The flow Mach number is 0.17 and the phased array (MADA for the CML flap, SADA 

for the blunt flap) is located at =107°. This position of the phased array corresponds to the model being in a flyover 

position. The autospectrum from an individual microphone of the array, as well as the “total” DAMAS spectrum are 

also shown in these figures for reference. The levels of the “total” DAMAS spectrum are determined by summing 

the mean squared pressures over the entire region covered by the scanning grid (borders excluded). Hence, the SPL 

levels in the “total” DAMAS spectrum should be close to those measured by the single microphone (or lower when 

the array discriminates against extraneous sources located outside of the scanning region). The zonal spectra (spectra 

obtained for zones A, B, C and D) are only shown down to 4 kHz for the blunt flap, as the beamwidth of the SADA 

at lower frequencies is too broad to properly capture the noise radiating from each individual zone. Because of the 

better spatial resolution of the MADA in the low frequency range, the zonal spectra obtained for the CML flap are 

shown down to 1.25 kHz (the SPL levels are expected to have little contamination from extraneous sources above 

that frequency). 

DAMAS “total” 



    

 
 

 

 

 It is seen in Fig. 11(d) for the blunt flap that the noise radiating from the side edge (zone A) clearly dominates the 

spectra for all frequencies, and that the single microphone and total DAMAS auto spectra are in agreement. The 

spectra for zones B, C, and D collapse together above 10 kHz, but are still 15 dB below the levels for zone A. For 

the CML flap (Fig. 11(c)), the noise radiating from the CML TE (zone A) and the flap and cove regions (zone C) are 

the most significant contributors to the noise spectra, below approximately 4 kHz. It is also seen that a peak in the 

spectra for zone C occurs at higher frequencies for both the blunt and CML flap configurations. The cause of this 

spectral peak is discussed further below. The zonal spectra obtained for the 29° flaps, or for lower Mach numbers, 

also displayed the same characteristics. In the remainder of this discussion, the total area enclosed by zones A and B 

will be referred to as the blunt-edge region for the blunt flap configuration, and as the CML-edge region for the 

CML flap configuration. Similarly, the area enclosed by zone C for the blunt and CML flap configurations, will be 

respectively referred to as the blunt-cove and CML-cove regions.  

 In Fig. 12, the spectra of the noise radiating from the CML-edge and CML-cove regions are compared to the 

spectra obtained for the blunt-edge and blunt-cove regions. Results are shown for Mach numbers 0.11 and 0.17, and 

for the two flap deflection angles tested. The blunt “total” DAMAS spectrum is plotted below 4kHz to give an 

approximate representation of the blunt-edge noise spectrum in that lower frequency range (note that this 

approximation is very good if the flap side edge noise continues to dominate the spectra in that frequency range).  

 

 

      
 

Figure 12.  Edge and cove noise one-third-octave band spectra for the CML and blunt flaps. Phased array 

positioned at =107°. 

 

 

 It is seen in Fig. 12 that the CML-edge spectra are 5 to 17 dB lower than the blunt-edge spectra. Higher levels of 

noise reduction are achieved for the 39° flap than for the 29° flap. The results also indicate that over most of the 

a) 39° flap and Mach 0.11 b) 39° flap and Mach 0.17 

d) 29° flap and Mach 0.17 c) 29° flap and Mach 0.11 

blunt-cove 
blunt-edge 



    

 
 

 

 

frequency range, the noise from the blunt flap side-edge is significantly louder (by about 10 dB) than that from the 

cove region. For the CML flap, the noise from the CML and cove regions are close in level over most of the 

frequency range. A spectral peak in the cove noise spectra is present at high frequencies for both the CML and blunt 

flap configurations. The frequency of this peak increases with increasing Mach number (and appears to scale with 

the Strouhal number), and is lower for the 29° compared to the 39° case. The CML-cove and blunt-cove spectral 

peaks are close in amplitude, but the frequency of the peak is slightly higher for the blunt edge. At a Mach number 

of 0.11, the peaks surpass the blunt-edge noise level. As will be shown next with the main airfoil TE modification, 

the spectral peak in the noise measured in the cove region of the flap is strongly related to noise that is scattered at 

the TE of the main airfoil and channeled into the flap cove region. The purpose of the main airfoil TE modification 

was to decrease the level of noise seen in the cove region by reducing the strength and coherence of the vorticity 

coming off the TE. The effect of the TE modification on the CML-cove noise spectral peak is shown in Fig. 13. The 

CML-edge and CML-cove spectra for the CML flap with and without TE modification are shown. It is seen that the 

TE modification was generally effective in reducing the large high-frequency CML-cove noise spectral peak. 

However, it also resulted in an increase of the CML-cove and CML-edge spectral levels at lower frequencies. The 

CML-cove and CML-edge spectral levels were found to be sensitive to very small geometric variations of the main 

airfoil TE treatment. There was no effort made to find a more optimal noise reduction treatment (modification). A 

study similar to that reported in Ref. 32 on slat cove noise, would be required to determine how the TE thickness, 

the gap (between the flap and the main element) and the local flow speed may affect the amplitude and frequency of 

the spectral peak. Nevertheless, the present results show the potential importance of main element TE geometry on 

the cove noise for both the blunt and the CML flaps. The cove noise levels shown are for a 14” span of the cove 

area. Assuming a spanwise distribution of uncorrelated noise sources, cove noise levels would increase by 3 dB for 

each doubling of the cove span.  

 

 

          
 

Figure 13.  Edge and cove noise one-third-octave band spectra for the CML flap with TE modification and  

 without (data same as in Fig. 12). Phased array positioned at =107°. 

 

 a) 39° flap and Mach 0.11  b) 39° flap and Mach 0.17 

  c) 29° flap and Mach 0.11 d) 29° flap and Mach 0.17 



    

 
 

 

 

3.4. Spectral Directivity 
Figure 14 shows the directivity of the CML-edge and blunt-edge noise spectra for flyover angles (array mechanical 

elevation angles)  = 73°, 90°, 107°, 124°, 141°, for a flow Mach number of 0.17. (Note that the corresponding 

emission (retarded) angles which are preferred when the data is used to develop a noise prediction model, can be 

derived in the manner shown in Ref. 32). In Fig. 14, it is seen that the blunt flap spectral levels are less sensitive to 

directivity angle variation than the CML flap. For the blunt flap, the spectra acquired at the different flyover angles 

are within 3 dB of each other over most of the frequency range, while for the CML flap, the difference in spectral 

levels between the most downstream spectrum (  = 73°) and the most upstream spectrum (  = 141°) is as much as 9 

dB. For both the CML-edge and blunt-edge noise spectra, the spread in the spectral levels broadens in the frequency 

range over which the cove noise spectral peak occurs. This suggests that the tonal spectral region boundaries cross 

into both zone A+B and zone C. 

 Directivity spectra for CML-cove and blunt-cove noise are shown in Fig. 15. It is seen that the spectral peak 

present in the high frequency range maintains the same center frequency for the different directivity angles. The 

difference in peak levels between the most upstream and downstream directivity angles is as much as 15 dB for the  

29° CML flap and 12 dB for the 39° CML flap. This difference in level is a little less pronounced for the blunt flap. 

 The CML-edge, CML-cove, blunt-edge and blunt-cove directivity spectra for Mach 0.11 (not shown) were found 

to have similar characteristics as those observed at Mach 0.17. The spectral levels for the lower speed were, 

however, uniformly lower by about 10 dB (except for the level of the CML-cove and blunt-cove spectral peaks 

which were only lower by about 5 dB).  

 

  
 

 

Figure 14.  Edge-noise directivity one-third-octave band spectra for Mach 0.17. Solid lines: zone A+B, dashed 

lines: DAMAS “total”.  

 

 



    

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 15.  Cove-noise directivity one-third-octave band spectra for Mach 0.17. 

 

 Note that in the first step of the array data processing (i.e., the beamforming process described by Eq. (1)), the 

signal recorded by the inner rings of microphones are more heavily weighted as frequency increases, resulting in an 

effective solid collection angle that is inversely proportional to frequency and that remains small compare to any 

changes in source directivity (Ref. 33). Therefore, directivity variation remains small over the sensing area of the 

array. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  
An examination of the noise radiating from a CML flap is presented. Noise levels and source distributions are 

compared to that for a blunt flap. The DAMAS method was used to obtain noise spectra and spatial noise source 

distributions. The COP method was also used to identify noise source characteristics in the TE region of the CML. 

The results from the COP analysis identified significant contributions to the radiated field between 1 and 3.5 kHz. In 

that frequency range, the apparent noise source strength distributions obtained with the COP method indicate that 

the noise sources are distributed along the CML TE, and the locations of the strongest radiation are different for the 

pressure and suction sides.  

 DAMAS spectra revealed that the noise from the CML region is 5 to 17 dB lower (depending on flap deflection 

and Mach number) than the noise from the blunt flap side edge. The largest reduction is achieved for the 39° flap 

configuration. The spectral analysis also revealed a peak in the noise measured from the cove region of the CML 

and blunt flap, in the higher frequency range. This peak corresponds to noise that is scattered at the TE of the main 

airfoil and channeled into the flap cove region. Application of serrated tape to the TE of the main element (in the 

region of the flap span) was relatively effective in reducing the cove noise spectral peak, but it strengthened noise 

sources at lower frequencies. These results establish the potential importance of main element TE geometry on the 

cove noise for flaps of longer span. 

 

 

d) 29° blunt flap 

b) 39° blunt flap   a) 39° CML flap 

c) 29° CML flap 
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